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Overview

• Economic governance and its links to 
corruption

• Business regulatory reform and 
corruption

• Overview of USAID | BIZPRO
• Finding from our study
• Lessons learned



Economic governance - links to corruption

• Core finding: Efficient transparent systems supported by 
incentivized social groups and institutions reduce corruption

“Public Policy towards business needs to be informed by a 
broad (organizational) understanding of the efficiency purposes 
served by complex contract and economic organization.” Oscar 
Williamson, 2005

• Incentives must be created in the form of information 
[Transparency] which tells the public when corruption is being 
perpetrated and institutional forces which holds the elites 
accountable when it is perpetrated. In the case of economic 
governance intervention these are created by tight 
administrative systems and responsibly autonomous 
managements. 



Business regulation reform and corruption

• Regulatory burdens—especially in 
connection with registration and 
licensing—are important burdens on 
business in many countries, including 
Ukraine

• These regulatory burdens also enable 
corruption 



Ways to reduce regulatory burden

• Public Private Dialogue: Making salient the 
common interests of local business and 
government in lightening burdens on 
business to promote enterprise

• Local Implementation: Organizing local 
business communities to work with local 
government to lighten the burdens

• With Channels to the National Level and 
Incentives and Material Support: Mobilizing 
national level legal, technical and policy 
support for the lightening 



USAID | BIZPRO overview

• USAID Support: 2002-2005
• Project Assisted Changes: 805 local 

regulatory changes
– One stop shops for registration and licensing 
– procurement 
– rental of public property
– tax collection

• Empirical baseline and follow-up studies: 
167 of these changes were accompanied by 
large groups of pre/post impact surveys



USAID | BIZPRO and Corruption

• A number of post-surveys showed 
significant changes in corruption

• General story: corruption declined
• Reasons for decline: 

– administrative simplification
– increased business mobilization



Limitations of our study

•Number of monitored reform efforts is small and we 
were only able to verify a limited number of the 
cases in the field

•Parallel efforts were supported by the government 
in all localities in Ukraine

•No controls so difficult to assess differential impacts 
– consequently, hard to draw firm conclusions about 
the overall impact of the project, or to compare 
project areas with controls. However, there are 
indications that the higher level of USAID resources 
and better design secured better results in BIZPRO 
assisted areas



Other survey data in Ukraine

• Provides a more nuanced story – however 
hard to connect with the detailed local level 
data presented in the BIZPRO dataset

• Informed observers agreed that there had 
been differential impacts

• They also agreed that the success was 
connected with the provision of technical 
assistance 



Additional lessons learned

• Corruption assessment is part of 
regulatory analysis

• Transparent targeting



Questions

• Can we demonstrate impact as clearly 
elsewhere than Ukraine?

• Is the regulatory reform effort worth the 
resource invested?

• Limitations of data make questions harder to 
answer than in the other cases, but point to 
the need, generally acknowledged, for much 
more locally focused and comparative data 
on business regulatory reform and its impact 


